May, 2020

BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

BCT family works to successfully avoid virus
Typically, trucking safety is
measured by preventable accidents and workplace injuries.
“But in times of pandemic, a
clean bill of health has great value as well,” said Dan Bernert,
General Manager of BCT. “
“As of May 1, there have
been no reports that anyone in
our extended trucking family has
contracted the Corona virus,”
Bernert reported.
Two Columbus drivers with
symptoms were quarantined and
tested last month for the Covid19. Both were negative.

Waco Driver Elie Huhn wears the special Nascar-themed face mask
crafted by his wife Christy to wear where required in Texas.
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Rob Roop, Terminal Manager
at Columbus said that the restrooms, shop and office aresprayed 2-3 times a day with an
80% alcohol solution. Drivers
aren’t allowed in the building but
the driver’s lounge has a special
bulletin board devoted to Covid19 information.
In Buena Park, Terminal
Manager Abel Franco is providing face masks, gloves and sanitizers so each driver has easy
access to protection.
“Drivers turn in paperwork
outside and we communicate by
cell phone,” Franco said. “We
take things seriously.”
Franco said those in the
warehouse, where the terminal is
(Continued on page 13)
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April ends as big fat zero
April was a great month for
safe driving...zero preventable
accidents in 1.5 million miles of
travel.
Year-to-date, the Accident
Frequency Rate (AFR) is at .83.
“That’s the lowest we’ve seen in
a while but this year seems to be
trending lower,” said Randy Bailey, Manager of Driver Services
and Safety.
Drivers have logged more
than six million miles in 2020 with
only five preventable accidents.

ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
2020 3- Month AFR
Preventable

Both
driver types
(Owners
and Company drivers) have
AFR’s below 1.0

January
February
March
April

2
1
2
0

1.32
0.71
1.27
0.00

Total

5

0.83

Randy Bailey
Owners
have travelled 3.47 million miles
with three preventable accidents
and drivers of company trucks
have travelled 2.54 million miles
with just two preventable wrecks.

*Any accident in which our driver
failed by defensive driving to do
everything reasonable to prevent
the accident.

Accident*

AFR**

** The number of preventable

Welcome to new and returning
drivers who have joined the
ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise
Trucking Operations during
the past month.
Todd Ross of Vancouver, Washington April 9 as
a new Owner-Operator out of Vancouver.
Victor Lamont of Jasper, Texas April 9 as a new
Centerline Driver for DeRidder.
Ramon Tamayo of Pasco, Washington April 15
as a new Owner-Operator out of Wallula.
Jeremy Flack of Singer, Louisiana April 20 as a
new Centerline driver for DeRidder.
Dion Miller of Killeen, Texas April 21 as a new
Company Driver for Waco.
David Ladomirako of Richland, Washington
April 23 as a new Owner-Operator out of Wallula.

Johnny Stigler of Kopperl, Texas, April 24 as a
new Centerline Driver for Waco.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver
bonus program for current drivers
who help us connect with future
drivers.
If you’re an Owner-Operator
who knows a driver who would be
a good ‘fit’ for BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989,
Opt. 5.
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Safety
Vehicular safety does not get
any better than it was in April.
The BCT fleet logged 1.52 million
miles and recorded zero preventable accidents resulting in an accident frequency rate (AFR) of
zero.
Year-to-date we stand at a
very impressive 0.83 preventable
accidents per million miles traveled, a great place to be four
months into the new year. Kudo’s
to our valued professional drivers
and owner operators who made it
happen.
On the industrial side of safety we gone a little over two
months without an OSHA recordable incident.
Don’t forget, it only takes one
moment of distraction to change
you or a coworker’s life, and
change a family forever. Your
commitment to being aware of
your surroundings and selftriggering on your state is critical.
Roadcheck 2020 which was
originally scheduled for May 5-7
was postponed due to pandemic
outbreak. It will be rescheduled
for later in the year (TBA) and the

“Wash your hands,
keep your distance
and wear your
facemask in social
settings.”
-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

focus will still be on driver fitness
(CDL, vehicle registration and
licensing, VIR’s, Med card, Duty
status etc.).
Inspectors will also check for
seat belt usage, illness, fatigue
and signs of apparent alcohol/
drug impairment.

Service
Covid-19 stay at home mandates were in effect throughout
the month of April resulting in
very low demand from business
sector.
BCT outbound volumes on
the white paper side plummeted
59%. Regardless, we followed
through on our commitment to
providing exceptional on-time

Dan Bernert
BCT GM

de-

livery performance by exceeding
OTD targets as indicated in table
below.
We took advantage of increasing brown paper volumes
and sent what would have been
idle trucks at our Jackson, AL
white paper mill to DeRidder, LA
(brown paper) to keep busy.
Hat’s off to all the Jackson
based Owner Operators who
were willing to run in different
lanes during these difficult times.

Other

OTD Performance BCT vs. Competition
All WP Customers OTD/
Day

Office DepotOTD/Day

WB Mason-OTD/
Day

BCT, Inc.

98.80%

97.90%

100%

Core Carriers/3PL

97.50%

97.70%

100%

97.2%

97.5%

97.5%

Target

The month of April was tough
for a lot of trucking companies
and freight brokers due to lack of
industrial activity.
We should consider ourselves very fortunate during
these uncertain times in that we
provide an essential service for
an industry-leading company that
manufactures essential products.
Wash your hands, keep your
distance and wear your facemask in social settings.
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Witness to dropped trailer leads to fifth wheel reminder
Denny Russell put in a safety
conversation the other day and I
thought it would be a good reminder for all our drivers.

-Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
“The other day I was in a
truck stop taking my 30 minute
break when I heard a loud crash
next to the fuel island.

Evidently while the driver was
in the store someone had went
through and pulled his fifth
wheel. Always check or tug on
your trailer at a truck stop or anywhere you are uncertain of the
surroundings.”

-Denny Russell
Waco Driver

My first reaction was to duck,
as I didn’t know if someone had
hit one of the fuel island
tanks. When I looked over, I saw
a truck that had pulled away from
his trailer and the trailer hit the
ground.

Waco Driver Denny Russell
(above) witnessed an accident
that led to a good reminder

DeRidder ‘evolves’ under leadership of Terminal Manager Crain
Please join me in congratulating Steven Crain on his 23
years with Trucking. Since taking
over as terminal manager back in
2018 DeRidder has definitely
evolved under his leadership. He
managed construction of a new
shop and office, moving drivers

off Centerline to company, union
negotiations, fixing the roads, a
new clean out dock, and many
other projects. Through it all Mr.
Crain has been a steady hand
with a great sense of humor, and

Keep up the good work Steven, we appreciate your efforts.

-Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

Freedman fleets safe and cost effective
Please join me in congratulating Shana today on her work anniversary with PCA (and our predecessor companies).
It’s hard to believe seven
years ago she was sitting on the
newsprint sales throne busting
our chops in Trucking, and now
has spent the past five years on
the receiving end.
Last year her three fleets
drove over 1.8 million miles with
only two preventable accidents,
and so far this year all three
fleets have a big fat zero AFR.

Steven Crain, DeRidder TM

we are glad to have him.

In 2019 she generated over
$3.4m in revenue, and ended
with an EBITDA of $6k. She’s

done all this
while keeping Pat busy
with current
driver referrals for new
hires, meaning she’s
probably too
nice.
Please
Shana Freedman
keep up the
great work
Shana, we’re lucky to have you
on our team. Thanks

-Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

Trucking
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Here is a sign we’ve posted in front
of the DeRidder Drivers Room as a
thank you to all of our employees/
Owner/Operators for their continued
efforts in dealing with COVID-19.
-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.

DeRidder Owner Tony
Williams is working safely every day to get home
to his wife, children and
grandchildren.
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Drivers reminded to respect Work Zones on highways
Randy Bailey, BCT Manager
of Driver Services and Safety
can’t remember an incident involving BCT trucks in a work
zone. But he’s keenly aware of
the dangers, both as a driver and
a manager. “That’s one reason
we need top-of-mind awareness
when were travelling in areas
where dangers are increased.”
Bailey pointed out that a quick
check of any metro area of the
nation reveals that most of our
drivers face work zones in their
daily travels. And some drivers go
through several roadway work
projects every day. He checked
the Dallas area recently to find
there were 35 interstate projects,
23 US Highway projects and 36
state highway projects currently

underway. “That doesn’t count
numerous city and county projects,” he said.
Work zone accidents too often involve people: “Before he hit
me, I heard some skidding. The
tires locked up and it was
‘boom’,” Rick Robertson said, referring to a work zone crash.
“What an impact. When it hit, it
was a tremendous amount of
force.”
Each year, hundreds of work
zone fatalities occur annually in
the United States. Robertson is a
work zone crash survivor from the
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT).
According to the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA),
in 2017 there were 710 work

zone fatal crashes and 799 fatalities, the majority of which were
motorists, with 132 deaths accounting for roadway worker fatalities. Additionally, there were a
total of 158,000 work zone crashes total in 2016—of which 42,000
were injury-involved crashes that
resulted in 61,000 injuries.

Dos and Don'ts while
driving in work zones:
DO expect the unexpected. In any work zone along

any road, major or minor, normal
speed limits may be reduced,
traffic lanes may be changed, and
(Continued on page 11)
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Drivers who have been unable
to renew their drivers’ licenses
or medical cards due to the
coronavirus outbreak have been
given a little more time to get
their renewals.
The FMCSA has granted a
waiver from certain commercial
driver’s license (CDL), commercial learner’s permit (CLP), and
medical-certification requirements due to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak.
The waiver allows eligible
drivers to operate with an expired driver’s license and/or
medical card until June 30,
2020, if they were unable to renew them due to the emergency.
The outbreak has caused
widespread closure of licensing
agencies, and some drivers and
medical examiners are
(understandably) unwilling to
break self-quarantine to receive

or perform a medical exam.

Interstate and intrastate CMV drivers
The temporary waiver took
effect on March 20, 2020. It applies to interstate and intrastate
CDL and CLP holders, as well
as all interstate commercial motor vehicle (CMV) drivers required to carry a medical certificate.
Drivers who held a valid
CDL, CLP, and/or medical card
as of February 29, 2020, that
expired on or after March 1,
2020, may continue to drive with
the expired license, permit, or
certificate until June 30.
Under the medical-card
waiver, drivers need to carry
proof that they held a valid medical certificate that expired on or
after March 1, 2020, and that
had been valid for at least 90
days.

The FMCSA says it will not
penalize states that do not
downgrade the licenses of CDL/
CLP drivers whose medical
cards expire. Most states are
expected to follow the FMCSA’s
lead and stop the downgrading
process.

Other conditions and
restrictions
The FMCSA’s waiver announcement includes several
conditions and restrictions:





The waiver does not apply
to any CDL or CLP holder
whose license expired before March 1, 2020, nor to
any CDL or CLP holder
whose driving privileges
have been suspended or
withdrawn for traffic offenses.
Drivers operating with an
expired medical certificate
(Continued on page 16)
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CVSA sets 2020 North American Standard OOS Criteria
The 2020 North American
Standard Out-of-Service Criteria
(OOSC) was published by the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance
(CVSA) and went into effect on April
1.
The OOSC is the decisionmaking guide officers use to determine if a driver or vehicle with a violation will be allowed to leave the
inspection site. If the violation is covered by the OOSC, the officer will
require the violation to be corrected
before the driver or vehicle will be
allowed to continue.
Significant changes
This year’s OOSC includes
many technical changes. The following are among the most significant:
 Drivers that have a disqualifying
violation listed in the Drug and
Alcohol Clearinghouse will be
placed out of service (OOS).
(See below for more details.)
 All references to automatic onboard recording devices
(AOBRDs) were removed. Drivers will be placed OOS if found

Allentown







using an AOBRD in place of an
ELD. While this has been the
case since last December, dropping all AOBRD references
clearly shows ELDs are the only
compliant electronic log (though
drivers do have the option to use
other electronic devices when
allowed to use paper logs).
Drivers who do not have a log in
Canada will no longer automatically be placed OOS for 72
hours. Once drivers provide a
log that shows they are in compliance, they will be released.
Note that drivers should be prepared to have their logs examined with a fine-tooth comb after
receiving a violation.
Defects involving sway bars that
are not involved in axle positioning are no longer an OOS violation.
Any missing or unsecured securement devices on the manhole cover on a tank containing
hazardous materials will be considered an OOS condition.

Clearinghouse specifics
When a disqualifying entry is
entered in the Clearinghouse, an
entry stating that the driver is prohibited from operating commercial vehicles under §382.501(a) will appear
on the motor vehicle record (MVR)
system that officers use. The entry
will remain visible in the law enforcement MVRs until:
 The driver completes the substance abuse professional
(SAP) evaluation and treatment
process,
 The SAP enters the completion
of the evaluation and treatment
in the Clearinghouse, and
 A carrier makes an entry in the
Clearinghouse indicating the
driver has passed a return-toduty test.
No ‘soft enforcement’ period
The changes to the OOSC were
developed last year, and officers
were trained on using the new criteria earlier this year. As a result, there
will be no “implementation” or “soft
enforcement” period.

For our new Waco Driver Juan
Martinez, his
Most Important
Stop is home and
his newborn Son,
Levi Azariah Martinez. Congratulations to both

Trucking
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Special Thank You at Jackson
Drivers and essential workers received a box lunch in
thanks from C.H. Robinson at the Jackson Mill recently.
Left are Ursula James, Materials Coordinator; Christie
Shamburger SEC On-site Mgr.; Leigh Milstead, Shipping
Coordinator. Below is Ursula serving lunch to Don Parnell, Mechanical Maintenance. Lower left is Ursula with
Barry Chancey, Logistics Leader.

Allentown

Living safe makes it possible
to take family outings like
this recent motorcycle trip for
Jackson Terminal Mgr. Amy
Barron. They took grandchildren for a motorcycle ride
with their dad
hauling the gear in
a car.
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Hire Date

Company Level

Years

ANDERSON, THOMAS W

5/24/2010

Wallula BCT

10

ANGUIANO, SALVADOR R

5/3/2000

Wallula Trkg

20

BAILEY, RANDY J

5/09/1992

Boise Trkg

28

BRAMBLE, KIRBY

5/17/2010

Waco Container

10

FORDE, PHILIP

5/18/2007

DeRidder Trkg

13

HERNANDEZ, JOSE A

5/18/2018

Wallula Hurley

2

MAGOON, JASON R

5/20/2019

Jackson BCT

1

MARTIN, ROBERT D

5/7/2018

Columbus Container

2

MCMORRIES, BRENNAN D

5/8/2019

Vancouver BCT

1

MUNIZ, JOHN C

5/1/2019

Pico Rivera Trkg

1
7

NIELSEN, CHARLES W

5/16/2013

Boise FB BCT

PYSTOE, RAMI

5/21/2009

LCC I-5 BCT

WILSON, BRANDON
ZAVALA, MARTIN

11

5/4/2015

DeRidder Trkg

5

5/10/2019

Wallula Hurley

1

Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space between names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly the same)
Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Road Rage”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the
lesson.
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Work Zones
(Continued from page 6)

people and vehicles may be
working on or near the road.

DON'T use your cell
phone or tune your radio while
driving through a work zone.
DO slow down, be alert,
and pay attention to the signs in
work zones. Diamond-shaped
orange warning signs are generally posted in advance of road
construction projects. It's also
worth remembering that traffic
fines are higher in work zones.
DON'T disobey a flagger's directions. In addition to

other warning signs, a "flagger
ahead" warning sign may be
posted in the work zone. When
you see this, stay alert and be
prepared to obey the flagger's
directions. In a work zone, a
flagger has the same authority as
a regulatory sign, so you can be
cited for disobeying his or her
directions.

DO calm down. Work

zones aren't there to personally
inconvenience you. They're necessary to improve the roads for
everyone.

DON'T zoom right up to a
lane closure and try to

barge in. Merge as soon as

possible when you see flashing
arrow panels or "lane closed
ahead" signs. Motorists can help
maintain traffic flow and posted
speeds by moving to the appropriate lane at first notice of an
approaching work zone. If everyone cooperates, traffic moves
more efficiently.

DO slow down when the
signs say to. A car traveling at
60 MPH travels 88 feet per second. If you're going 60 MPH and
you pass a sign that says "Road
Work 1500 feet," you'll be in that
work zone in 17 seconds.

DON'T tailgate. The most
common crash in a highway work
zone is the rear-end collision, so
remember to leave at least two
seconds of braking distance between you and the car in front of
you. The amount of space required to provide two seconds of
stopping time will increase the

faster you're driving.

DO keep a safe distance

between your vehicle and traffic
barriers, trucks, construction
equipment, and workers. Just
like you, highway workers want
to return home safely after each
day's work.

DON'T assume that work is
completed if you see no workers
immediately upon entering a
posted work zone. Some work
zones -- like line painting, road
patching, and mowing -- are mobile, moving down the road as
the work in an area is finished. Observe the posted signs
until you see the one that says
you've left the work zone.
DO try an alternate route

if one is available. This reduces
congestion in work zones and
helps you to avoid delays. If no
alternate route is available, expect delays and leave early to
arrive at your destination on time.

Hitting
a fixed object
is always preventable.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

Mar. 19, 2020

7%

45%

0%

88%

88%

74

Apr. 7,2020

7%

44%

0%

88%

87%

74

May 5, 2020

5%

46%

0%

73%

86%

60

Mar. 19, 2020

1%

0%

0%

33%

45%

32

Apr. 7,2020

1%

0%

0%

29%

43%

32

May 5, 2020

1%

0%

0%

35%

42%

36

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

Kudos???

* = Exceeds

Send
Someone
it to:
make your
job
easier, make a special
Craiglockwood@packagingcorp.com
effort for PCA/BCT customers, display their concern
for safety?

Improving

Alert

For Waco Driver Elie
Huhn, working and living
safely gives him time to
enjoy family and his wife
Christy. (She’s the one
who crafted his custom
Nascar facemask that is
pictured on Page 1 of
this edition)
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From: Mark Kowlzan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Date: May 7, 2020
Let me begin by acknowledging how incredibly thankful and proud I am of everything you are doing to help
PCA successfully navigate through these unprecedented times. There is no reference manual for managing
through a public health crisis like the current pandemic. It has indeed changed everything about work and life as
we know it. Your strong work ethic, dedication and commitment will ensure that together we will emerge from these
times stronger than ever.
PCA continues to be in a superior position to service our customers’ needs even as we are facing uncertainties
related to the effects of the pandemic. If you listened to our earnings call for the first quarter of the year, you already know that we had another successful quarter. Our superior performance and sound financial management
have served us well, and I hope you find it reassuring to know that we are navigating through these uncertain economic times from a position of financial strength. Our strong results demonstrate exceptional performance on your
part, real dedication to the job and superior teamwork as you are operating the business through some of the most
unpredictable times we will likely ever face.
The health, safety and well-being of our employees continues to be my top priority. As some states are starting
to reopen, we may be tempted to relax some of the preventive measures we have put in place. We cannot let our
guard down. We must continue to practice social distancing and respiratory hygiene — at work and at home. Social distancing and enhanced hygiene are truly the pillars of prevention and are proving to be effective. This will
continue to be the requirement until proven vaccines are available.

Together we have been doing a great job of limiting the spread of the virus. The safeguards we have put in
place in all of our facilities are working. I am so thankful for the outstanding job you are doing in keeping yourselves
and each other safe while staying flexible to meet the changing needs of our customers.
I hope you take great pride in the role you are all playing in ensuring our nation’s supply chain remains uninterrupted. Your work brings food to dinner tables across our nation, cleaning supplies to our homes, medical supplies
to our healthcare facilities and paper products to keep essential businesses operational. All of you are essential in
helping our nation get through this crisis.
In closing, I would like to once again express my sincere gratitude to you. We couldn’t do this without you and
the support of your families.
We are all in this together, and together we will
get through this!

tizers, the mill came up with a
ceived a special gift from his wife,
bleach solution that is used twice
Christy, who crafted a mask from a
daily around the terminal. Doors to design she found on pintrest.
administration are locked.
“I do crafts like crazy,” she said
(Continued from page 1)
Several outside sources have
after deciding to make him a mask
stepped up to assist drivers.
based on the theme of his favorite
sport...NASCAR.
temporarily located are following
In Buena Park, a local paint
social distancing and safety
store donated two boxes of gloves
She said many counties where
measures
for driver use. At DeRiddeer, Man- Elie drives require wearing a mask.
ager Steven Crain’s wife, Michelle, She felt he’d be much more comAt BCT’s largest terminal, Walblended ingredients to provide
fortable in a cloth mask than a palula, Manager Andy Sarrazin said
hand sanitizer.
per one.
the mill came to his rescue . He
said that with the shortage of saniWaco Driver Elie Huhn re-

Safe from virus
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for
their help
making our business
work and better serving
our customers safely.

Thanks for time to
get hot loads done
From Jenny Walker
Vancouver Dispatcher

I want to thank my drivers in
Vancouver for putting in the extra
hours to make sure Salem received all their HOT loads in a
timely manner. They even delivered to Salem on Saturday in order to keep the plant running.
Thank you Nacho, Brennan,
Sinisa, Damir, Todd, and Curtis!
And thank you to Paul, Andy, and
their group for also getting Salem
their loads. You guys have been
a HUGE help!

Trucking
ho’s “stay at home order” I mentioned my girls at home were
worried about toilet paper. Dan
showed up the next day with
some TP. He also brought in
Clorox wipes for my house and
the driver’s room at Gowen. Last
week he gave me some homemade masks, which my son and
wife use every day at work. Most
importantly, he has kept his
sense of humor. Even though
most of his jokes are terrible, I
appreciate the effort. Thanks
Dan.

Customer pleased with
work of Dennis Hooper
From Shana Freedman
BCT Load Planner

A big thank you to Dennis
Hooper, I-84 Owner Operator. An emergency situation
came up at the SLC plant last
week, and when I told Shipping
that Dennis was the driver coming to pick up the hot units and
deliver them directly to their customer, their response was

“Fantastic. Perfect Driver for
this.” It was so nice to hear that
his reliable, customer friendly
reputation precedes him.

Kudos to I-5 Fleet
I’d like to thank all of the I-84
Owner Operators and Company
drivers this month for their partnership as we navigated a new
situation we found ourselves in
with very limited numbers of
backhauls due to changes in our
customers’ needs caused by the
coronavirus.
I really appreciate the positive
response to my efforts to divvy
out the backhauls in a fair and
balanced fashion.

Allentown Fleet takes
on trucking obstacles
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.

Kudos to the Allentown Fleet
for fighting through all the obstacles currently affecting the industry and servicing our customers.

Sherwin Williams
donates gloves

Elie Huhn is praised on delivery paperwork

From Abel Franco
Industry Terminal Mgr.

From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.

ed feeding the machine.

I would like to pass along a
nice note our driver (Elie Huhn)
got from one of our customers. We had a hot load going to
our plant in Jackson, TN.

Thank you Elie and the Waco
team for going above and beyond in this tenuous time. Our
drivers truly are on the front
lines.

When our driver got there,
they opened the trailer and start-

Alone we are
strong! Together we are Mighty!

Kudos to the folks at the
Sherwin Williams in Whittier, CA .
When they found out that I was
looking for rubber gloves for my
drivers, they donated their last
two cases to us free of charge.
They said it was their way of giving back to the community.

Thoughtfulness gets
praise from Hayes
From Mike Hayes
Operations Mgr.

I’d like to thank our GM Dan
Bernert for his leadership and
thoughtfulness during these crazy times. At the beginning of Ida-
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Juan Ramirez is the newest mechanic at Wallula. He came to the
company last month after working for Kenworth.

Two Columbus drivers reached career milestones recently. Pictured
with Dispatcher Mike Clark is Allan Wiseman (left) who was honored for
15 years of service and right is Kevin Russel with his certificate for 20
years.

Waco mom offers
thanks and snacks
to truck drivers
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
Justin Havelka,
Waco’s Environmental
Safety Manager, was recently speaking with his
Mom, Sue Havelka, about
our drivers and the situations they are experiencing out on the road.
While she was overcome with emotions, she
went into the other room
and pulled out money and
gave to Justin.
She instructed him,
“You give this to the driver’s manager and have
him buy some snacks for
those guys”.
Thanks Sue for caring
for our drivers.

Sue Havelka with son Justin Havelka
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Waiver

or motor carrier safety regulations.

(Continued from page 7)







must carry a copy of the expired certificate.
New drivers who have never
obtained a medical certificate cannot claim the
waiver.
Drivers are not eligible
for the medical-card
waiver if they have
been diagnosed, since
their last medical certificate was issued, with a
medical condition that
would disqualify them
from operating in interstate commerce.
The waiver does not
apply to medical examiner’s certificates originally issued for less
than 90 days.

Accident notification
The FMCSA’s waiver requires that motor carriers notify
the agency of any DOTrecordable crashes that occur
involving drivers using the waiver. The notification must be made
within five business days by
email to MCPSD@DOT.GOV,
and must include:








The date and location of the
accident;
The driver’s name and license number;
The vehicle number and state
license number;
The number of fatalities and
injuries;
The police-reported cause of
the accident (if available);
and
Whether the driver was cited
for violation of any traffic laws

Specific FMCSRs affected
The emergency waiver offers
relief from the following require-

ments found in the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations:









The maximum eight-year renewal period for CDLs due
for renewal on or after March
1, 2020. (49 CFR 383.73(b)
(9) and 383.73(d)(6))
The maximum one-year renewal period for CLPs due for
renewal on or after March 1,
2020, without requiring CLP
holders to retake the general
and endorsement knowledge
tests. (49 CFR 383.73(a)(2)
(iii) and 383.25(c))
The requirement that CLP
holders wait 14 days to take
the CDL skills test. (49 CFR
383.25(e))
The requirement that drivers
have a medical examination
and certificate, provided they
have proof of a valid medical
certification that was issued
for a period of 90 days or

longer and that expired on or
after March 1, 2020. (49 CFR
391.45)
 The requirement that, in order
to maintain the medical certification status of “certified,”
CDL or CLP holders provide
the state driver licensing
agency with an original or
copy of a subsequently
issued medical examiner’s certificate, provided
that they have proof of a
valid medical certification
that expired on or after
March 1, 2020. (49 CFR
383.71(h)(3))
 The requirement that
that the state driver licensing agency change
the CDL or CLP holder’s
medical certification status to “not certified” upon
the expiration of the medical examiner’s certificate
or medical variance, provided the CDL or CLP
holders have proof of a
medical certification that
expired on or after March 1,
2020. (49 CFR 383.73(o)(2))
 The requirement that the
state driver licensing agency
initiate a CDL or CLP downgrade upon the expiration of
the medical examiner’s certificate or medical variance, provided that the CDL or CLP
holders have proof of a valid
medical certification or medical variance that expired on
or after March 1, 2020. (49
CFR 383.73(o)(4))
Drivers using the waiver must
continue to comply with all other
applicable Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations.
The FMCSA says it expects
the states to promptly bring their
CDL and CLP issuance practices
back into compliance as soon as
the national emergency ends or
as soon as the state is able to do
so, whichever is sooner.

